In this paper we provide an algebraic derivation of the explicit Witten volume formulas for a few semi-simple Lie algebras by combining a combinatorial method with the ideas used by Gunnells and Sczech in the computation of higher-dimensional Dedekind sums.
Introduction
In [9] Witten related the volumes of the moduli spaces of representations of the fundamental groups of two dimensional surfaces to the special values of the following zeta function attached to complex semisimple Lie algebras g at positive integers:
where ' runs over all finite dimensional irreducible representations of g. By physics considerations Witten showed that for any positive integer m W .2mI g/ D c.2mI g/ 2mr ;
where c.2mI g/ 2 Q and r is the number of positive roots of g. Such formulas are now called Witten volume formulas.
The precise Witten volume formula for sl.3/ was obtained by Zagier [10] In [1] Gunnells and Sczech studied higher-dimensional Dedekind sums and established their reciprocity law. As one application they derived the Witten volume formula for sl.4/ precisely. Matsumoto and his collaborators recently defined the multiple variable analogs of W .sI g/ and studied some of their analytical and arithmetical properties (see [2] [3] [4] [5] 7] where for fixed set D ¹˛1; : : : ;˛`º of simple roots C is the set of all positive roots of g,˛_ D 2˛=h˛;˛i is the coroot attached to˛, and ¹ 1 ; : : : ; `º are the fundamental weights satisfying h˛_ i ; j i D ı i;j . By a simple computation, we have W .sI g/ D M.g/ s g .s; : : : ; s/; where M.g/ D Y 2 C h˛_; 1 C C `i :
With this multiple variable setup Matsumoto et al. recently were able to obtain more general formulas which include Witten volume formulas as special cases for Lie algebras such as so.5/, so.7/, sp.4/, sp.6/, sl.5/, and g 2 . However, their computation involves complicated analytical tools.
In this paper, we combine our combinatorial method developed in [11] [12] [13] and the technique of Gunnells and Sczech to provide an algebraic proof of Witten volume formulas for the above mentioned Lie algebras. In theory, it can also be applied to other Lie algebras including the sporadic ones.
Key Ideas
We briefly recall the setup in [1, Section 1] . Let L be a lattice of rank` 1 and let L D Hom Z .L; Z/. Denote by 0 the zero linear form in L . Let r `. For e D .e 1 ; : : : ; e r / 2 N r , v 2 L ˝R and D . 1 ; : : : ; r / 2 .L n¹0º/ r . Gunnells where wt.e/ D e 1 C Ce r , h ; i W L L ! Z is the pairing, and P 0 means the terms with vanishing denominator are to be omitted. When L D Z`, we represent each v 2 L ˝R by a vector in R`so that h.m 1 ; : : : ; m`/; .v 1 ; : : : ; v`/i D m 1 v 1 C C m`v`: As pointed out in [1] , this series converges absolutely if all e j > 1, Witten Volume Formulas for Semi-Simple Lie Algebras 565 but may only conditionally converge if e j D 1 for some j . Further, the series can be converted to a finite sum if among all the i there are exactly`distinct linear forms, up to proportionality when restricted to L (see [1, §1] for more details). In particular, if r D`D 2 and e D .1I 1/ then this infinite sum is closely related to the classical Dedekind sum.
Let`be the rank of the semisimple Lie algebra g, set r D j C j, and let W be its Weyl group. Define an` r integral matrix .g/ whose j -th column v j provides the coefficients of˛j 2 C in terms of the fundamental roots in . Let e D .2m; : : : ; 2m/ 2 N r . Then by [1, Proposition 8.4] we have
.g/; e; 0/:
In [1] Gunnells and Sczech demonstrated how one can use the reciprocity law of higher-dimensional Dedekind sums to derived the Witten volume formulas of some Lie algebras. We can replace this tool by the following simple combinatorial lemma (see [8, p. 48] ). Lemma 1. Let s; t be two positive integers. Let x and y be two non-zero real numbers such that x C y ¤ 0. Then
To demonstrate this idea we have the following key lemma to be used many times later in the paper. Given any` r matrix D . 1 ; : : : ; r / we denote by .. 1 / e 1 ; : : : ; . r / e r / the new matrix obtained by repeating each linear form j exactly e j times, j D 1; : : : ; r. For simplicity we further set Z . 1 / e 1 ; : : : ; . r / e r D .2 p 1/ wt.e/ D Z`; . 1 ; : : : ; r /; .e 1 ; : : : ; e r /; 0 : 
Proof. Clearly we havě a e b fˇD ı H)ˇc e d fˇD uı:
For any pair of integers .x; y/ let .x; y/ ? D ¹.m 1 ; m 2 / 2 Z 2 W xm 1 C y m 2 D 0º. By the combinatorial Lemma 1 we have
Here for any sublattice L of Z 2 the sum Z L is the sum Z restricted to L. These restricted sums on the right hand side of (6) in fact exactly correspond to those appearing on the right hand of the reciprocity law [1, (15) ]. If` 2 and w ` 2, then every Z sum on the right hand side of (6) converges absolutely. So the condition gcd.c; d / D 1 implies that
by (5) since w is even. If`D 1 or w `D 1, then we need to modify the above computation by restricting the sums to t < .am 1 C bm 2 /.em 1 C f m 2 / < t and then take the limit as t ! 1. With this modification (7) becomes
which is absolutely convergent since w 4. Hence by an easy binomial identity we always get
Notice that for every integral matrix D x y s t of determinant ı and positive integers j; k with j C k 4 we have by [1, (4 
J. Zhao where B j .x/ are the Bernoulli polynomials. When uı D˙1, the quantity in (8) provides exactly the l D 0 term in the sum of (4) by the following formula known to Euler: for even positive integer w
When uı D˙2, by the assumption gcd.c; d / D gcd.e; f / D 1 and (9) we get
When l D 0, we find that (10) is equal to .2 p 1/ w B w =.2 w wŠ/ and therefore (8) again provides exactly the l D 0 term in the sum of (4).
Similarly, the l D 0 term in the sum of (3) can be obtained by the sum of Z .a;b/ ? c e d l f w l in (6) . This finishes the proof of the lemma.
We can obtain (1) immediately by applying the lemma to
To aid our computation we represent the procedure in Lemma 2 by Figure 1 : the left is self-evident while the right is more elegant with only the removed columns recorded. For example, in 1=xy.x C y/ D 1=x.x C y/ 2 C 1=y.x C y/ 2 we may think of x, y and x C y as corresponding to the first three columns and say that 1=x.x C y/ 2 is obtained by merging the second column into the 3rd, so that the second column is now removed. This is denoted by the node 2 in the right picture. We can generalize Lemma 1 and apply it to any three linearly dependent columns of a general matrix. Furthermore, a circled column number between any two subnodes signifies the column into which the two nodes are merged. We call this tree a computation tree. Notice that w D i Cj Ck and we have omitted the summation over l. Figure 1 . A computation tree of rank two.
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We have the following partial generalization of Lemma 2 whose proof is left to the interested reader. Lemma 3. Let D . 1 ; : : : ; r / be an .r 1/ r matrix with r 3. Further, let e 1 ; : : : ; e r 2 N and put s D e 1 C e 2 C e 3 . Suppose u D˙1, u 1 C 2 D 3 for some non-zero constant and det. 2 ; : : : ; r / D˙1. If each of 1 and 2 has at least one component equal to˙1, then Z . 1 / e 1 ; : : : ; . r / e r D .2 p 1/ w B e 4 : : : B e r e 4 Š : : : e r Š u e 1 e 1 Ce 2
Remark. We are not able to generalize Lemma 2 to arbitrary rank without the assumption that each of 1 and 2 has at least one component equal to˙1. It seems that the naive generalization is incorrect.
Definition 4. If a node of binary tree has the following property, then we say it is a good parent: every one of its descendants names one of their children, if it has any, the same as its only sibling. So a node with children but without grandchildren is always a good parent.
The definition is crucial for the following result which provides a possible simplification process to compute Z sums. Usually, when a node in a computation tree is not a good parent, the corresponding Z sum is more difficult to compute. For example, the initial node in the computation tree of the g 2 case in Section 4 is not a good parent. But the initial node of the so.5/ case in Section 3 is a good parent so its computation is much simpler.
Proposition 5. Let D . 1 ; : : : ; r / be an` r matrix with r `C 1 2. Suppose that every column has some component equal to˙1. Let e 1 ; : : : ; e r 2 N and put s D e 1 C e 2 C e 3 . Assume has no grandchildren or is a good parent in its computation binary tree whose top part looks as follows: 
which yields the lemma immediately by the simple combinatorial identities
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By the computation tree we may assume 1 1 C 2 4 D 5 . Notice that for any
. 6 / e 6 ; : : : ; . r / e r :
On the other hand, by induction assumption we get Taking i D 0 in this expression we see that the first sum is vacuous because of the binomial coefficient while the second sum is reduced to just one term: by induction assumption. Thus equation (11) follows from (12) . The proof of (11) is exactly the same. This concludes the proof of the proposition.
The so.5/ Case
Let m 2 N and n D 2m. By the above we can write so.5/ .n; n; n; n/ D To prepare for the so.7/ case we first prove a generalization of the so.5/ case by the following computation tree:
Theorem 6. Let a; b; c; d 2 N and suppose at most one of them is 1. Set t 1 D 0 for all t and writeˇj ;w D .2
Proof. It is easy to check that all of the 2 2 minors of 
The theorem now follows from Lemma 2 directly.
This implies the following as an immediate corollary.
Theorem 7. Let n be a positive even integer and w D 4n. Set t 1 D 0 for all t and write Q j;w D B j B w j =.j Š.w j /Š/. Then
Remark. By exchanging the order of summation in the theorem we see that our formula agrees with that of Matsumoto Similar to the case of so.5/ we can proceed using the following computation tree: 
We thus get
where A 1 .i / D Z Â 1 0 1 1 1 0 n 1 n 1 n 2 3n i 3 i Ã ;
and
Note that is not a good parent so we have to check that the two perpendicular terms can indeed be absorbed into the summand when setting i D 0 in (14). This is not too difficult after finding out the explicit expressions of A 1 and A 2 , both of which are good parents. Therefore it follows from Proposition 5 that
where, setting w D 6n, ı 2 .l/ D 1 C 2 1 w 2 l 2 l w , anď l;w D .2 / w B l B w l =.w l/Š= lŠ 576 J. Zhao and using Lemma 2 we have
Putting everything together we finally arrive at Theorem 8. Let n be a positive even integer. Let w D 6n and set t 1 D 0 for all t. Writeˇl ;w D .2 / w B l B w l =.w l/Š= lŠ. Then
Remark. Although we can not verify the agreement of our theorem with [5, Theorem 5.1], we are sure their result will follow by choosing another computation tree. However, we find our data for W .2m; g 2 / (m Ä 10) agree with those in [5] . 
:
We have also verified numerically the correctness of these values by using the definition (13 The corresponding matrix to so.7/ is D 0 B @ 1 0 0 1 0 0 2 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 2 2 2 1 0 n 0 n 1 n 0 n 1 n 1 n 1 n 1 n 1 n 1 C A : 
These fourteen dependencies are the only 3-column dependencies and will be used critically in the following computation tree of W .n; so.7// for even positive integer n:
Witten Volume Formulas for Semi-Simple Lie Algebras 579 Note that the column to which two sub-nodes are merged to may not be unique. But it should not affect the final result. For example, at the very beginning we can merge the 6th and 8th column to either the 1st or 7th column. We will choose the 7th column in the computation tree. On the other hand, if we go down the path 8 5 2 1 3, then we can only merge the 4th and 7th columns to the 9th column since the 3rd was removed already, and if we go down the path 8 5 2 1 7, then we can only merge the 4th and 3rd columns. By following the above computation tree we have Theorem 9. Let n be an even positive integer. Set t 1 D 0 for all t . Then 48 W .n; so.7// we have
n C s t 1 n 1 It turns out that even though so.7/ and so.6/ are not isomorphic Lie algebras, the computation of W .n; sp.6// is almost exactly the same as that of W .n; so.7//. If we consider the matrix corresponding to sp.6/ 0 B @ 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 2 1 1 0 n 0 n 1 n 0 n 1 n 2 n 2 n 2 n 1 n 1 C A 
.
Using this tree we can easily get Theorem 10. Let n be an even positive integer. Set t 1 D 0 for all t. Then 48 W .n; sp.6//
and Here by settingˇ0
sŠtŠ.9n s t/Š/;
8n l c t 1 8n l c s 1
8n l c t 1 s 1
n C s t 1 n 1 where a D 201223346979560452521803194127591413. We note that the exact value of W .2; sl.5// is also given by [6, (7.63) ].
